
Something terrible happened in the woods...
As long as people have lived near this ancient,  
moldering forest, they’ve known something was 
wrong with it.  Perhaps an ancient civilization used 
this fetid soil to entomb their dead; maybe a band of 
crusading knights slaughtered pagans during one of 
their arcane midnight rituals; it’s possible these tow-
ering trees hide a fissure in the very fabric of reality, 
an abyss you should not stare at, lest you glimpse a 
monstrous eye staring back.

But none of these things stopped the developers of 
Quaint Cabins Limited (LLC), whose cozy vacation 
cabins and secluded hunting bungalows are right now 
being rented to city slickers who don’t know the locals 
had a good reason for naming this particular place 
Dread Lake.  

When those clueless visitors come to stay in the 
cabins around Dread Lake, they ignore the locals’ 
warnings, they mess around with the ancient 
talismans scattered among the trees, and they party. 
Oh, how they party.

Something wakes
IN THE FOREST
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In this game, players take the role of malevolent forc-
es scheming to claw their way into the world.  Players 
compete to corrupt the visitors to the Dread Lake 
Forest and increase their malign power to invoke an 
awakening and unleash their vile fury upon all man-
kind.  

During each “Day” of the game, you will compete 
for control of campers and the board by placing your 
tokens strategically.  As you seduce campers to serve 
your vile campaign, they become minions who can 
do more evil deeds on your behalf.  That is, until you 
tire of them and sacrifice them to your cause.  But be 
careful how quickly you infest the earthly world, as 
spending too much power can leave you vulnerable 
to the other monstrous forces competing to open the 
cursed gate in the deep, dark wood.

It’s a fun game of demonic possession and horrifying 
evil!

Basic Gameplay

As evil demons not yet manifest in the world, you 
can only act through your minions.  These slavering 
cultists corrupt and sacrifice campers on your behalf.  
They might offer the campers a sinfully good meal, or 
tempt them with a roll in the hay, or just carve your 
arcane glyphs in the trees around the cabins.

Corruption and Sway - You can hold mystical in-
fluence over areas of the board and over Campers.  
When you have more influence than any other player, 
you have Sway over that Camper or area.  

Sacrifice - Any Camper in your sway who matches 
one of your sins can be sacrificed to add to your pool, 
which gives you more power to spend and gets you 
closer to winning.  

Seduction - Campers may also be seduced and added 
to your deck as minions.  This will give you more ac-
tions in the game, and will allow you (later) to sacri-
fice them, even if they DON’T match one of your sins.  
Note that you’re competing to Seduce Campers, and 
there’s always a chance they’ll resist (fickle humans!).

Summoning - The game ends when one player has 
accumulated enough power in their pool to have one 
of their minions perform a summoning.

Risk vs. Reward - Because most actions require play-
ers to spend their corruption tokens, successful play-
ers must find a balance between spending tokens and 
accumulating them to perform the final summoning.

Glossary - This rulebook uses a variety of terms with 
specific meanings for brevity’s sake.  A glossary ex-
plaining them is provided on the back cover of this 
rulebook.

Key Concepts

Let us show you how it works!
For a thorough how-to-play video,  
please visit our website:

 somethingwakes.com

Sins

Pride GluttonyLustSlothAvarice
Each malevolence admires a particular combination 
of human failings, and grows in its power as the 
people in the forest transgress.  These are the symbols 
representing five ways people misbehave.
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Components

Player Components:

All one color:
30 single corruption tokens 
4 large corruption tokens (worth 10) 
1 Talisman 
1 die

Generic:
2 Cultist cards
1 Player guide

A

A - Forest areas
B - Cabins 
C - Dread Lake
D - Destiny Pool
E - Cemetery

Gameboard  (1)

A

D

E

B

BC

Malevolence Card  (20)
A - Demon Name      
B - Card art
C - Major Sin
D - Minor Sin
E - Flavor Text 

A

B
C

D

E

Camper / Minion Cards (60)  
A - Name     
B - Sacrifice Value    
C - Card art
D - Groups (Excursion variant)
E - Sins
 
(Same back as Destiny Cards)

A B

C

D
E

A - Name     
B - Card art
C - DESTINY label
D - Use phase    
E - Use Effect

(Same back as  
Camper/Minion Cards)

Destiny Cards (18)
A

B

C
D
E

A - Name
B - Sin

Recreation Cards (40)

A
B

1 First Player token
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1. Each player selects a malevolence card and a color 
for play.  Players start with two generic cultists (who 
automatically match both sins for their controlling 
player) and five corruption tokens.  Players should 
have space for their personal pool, their Defiled pile, 
and their Discard pile (the provided Player Reference 
cards include spaces for these piles).

2. The first player is the one who has most recently 
urgeds someone to do something they shouldn’t. (“Go 
ahead, one more cookie won’t hurt.”)  Or randomly 
determine the 1st player.  The 1st first player places 
her Talisman in one of the six Forest Areas.  Proceed-
ing clockwise around the table, each player places her 
Talisman in an unoccupied Area.

3. Shuffle the Camper and Recreation decks, placing 
each face down next to the board, leaving room for a 
discard pile by the Recreation deck.  Draw and place a 
camper card on each cabin. This should be done ran-
domly – players may not choose where to place initial 
campers.  Any Destiny cards drawn should be shuffled 
back into the Camper deck.

4. Corruption tokens for each player should be gath-
ered together to form the aether.

Game Setup

If a player has the necessary number of corruption 
tokens in their pool and has sway over their Talisman 
Area, they may use an action to perform a summon-
ing, rending apart the very fabric of the forest as their 
malevolence takes physical form.  The player wins im-
mediately as her malevolence bursts into the world.   

The number of tokens needed to win varies by the 
number of players in the game:

Players 2 or 3  4  5
Tokens 40  30  25

Alternately, if the Camper deck is exhausted and new 
campers are needed, the game ends and the player 
with the most minions under her control wins; (tie-
breaker: most tokens in her personal pool). 

Victory Conditions

Something Wakes in the Forest takes place over a 
series of Days, each of which has four phases.  
1. Festering - players add corruption tokens to the 
board and can add tokens to some Campers.

1a. Move cards from Defiled pile to Discard pile.
1b. Add one corruption token to the board.
1c. Harvest corruption tokens from the aether.
1d. Corrupt closest campers (optional)

2. Corruption - players use their minions to spread 
further corruption and perform sacrifices.

2a. Pool count.
2b. Players place one corruption token from their  
        personal pool in Dread Lake, or opt out.
2c. Play begins with 1st player and proceeds with  
       each player selecting the next person to play.
2d. If tokens are exhausted, return to step 2b.

3. Seduction - players try to turn corrupted Camp-
ers into minions.  

3a. Roll for campers under sway.
3b. Roll for corrupted campers.
3c. Remaining campers remain on the board.

4. Destiny - brings new campers, and remaining 
campers risk further corruption.

4a. Resolve the Destiny Pool, new 1st Player.
4b. Draft new campers (if 3 or fewer remain).
4c. Draw recreation cards.
4d. Draw Discard pile into hands.

Game Phases
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1. Festering Phase – Players take turns.

1a.   Move cards from Defiled pile to Discard pile.
When a player uses a minion, it becomes Defiled and 
must rest for one Day.  Defiled minions are added to 
the Discard pile at the beginning of the next day. 

1b.   Add one corruption token to the board.
Each player who holds Sway in her Talisman Forest 
Area places one token from the aether on a Forest 
Area she has already corrupted or on an adjacent 
Forest Area. Each player who does not hold Sway in 
her Talisman Forest Area burns one opponent’s token 
from her Talisman Forest Area.

   NOTE: In determining which player holds sway  
   over an area, Talismans count as 1.5 tokens.

1c.   Harvest corruption tokens from aether.
Each player collects one corruption token from the 
aether for her talisman plus one additional token for 
every three tokens in the Forest.

1d.   Corrupt closest campers (optional). 
For each cabin on the board, the player who has sway 
over that cabin’s Forest Area may place one corrup-
tion token from her personal pool onto the camper.  
In the case of a tie, each tied player may place a token 
on the camper.

Detailed Day Breakdown
Phase 1a, 1b Example

1a. Adam moves his cards from his Defiled pile to 
his Discard pile.  This indicates they’ve rested 
this turn and will be back in his hand next 
turn.

1b. Adam adds one token to the Forest Area 
adjacent to the one he currently has corrupt-
ed.  This lets him start vying to control another 
cabin.

1c. Adam gains 2 tokens in his 
pool, one generated by his 
Talisman, one generated by 
the four tokens on the board.  
He gets another token every 
turn for each group of three 
he has.

1d. Adam adds one token from 
his pool to the “Beach Babe” 
in Cabin Craven, because he 
has sway over that Forest 
Area.

Phase 1c, 1d Example
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2. Corruption Phase – players take turns 
taking actions, until everyone passes

2a.   Pool Count. Each player announces how many 
tokens she has in her Personal Pool.

2b.   Players place one corruption token  from 
their personal pool in Dread Lake or opt out.
By placing a token in the lake, players commit to 
performing one action.  (See available actions on the 
next page.) A Player who opts out may not perform 
any more actions this Corruption Phase.

Committing to act
When you put a token in the Lake during 
Phase 2b, you are committing that token to-
ward an action.  It is still yours, and is often the 
first token used.  But if you do not act (or are 
unable to do so), you must burn that token.

 

2c.   Play begins with the 1st player and proceeds, 
with each player selecting the next person to play.
The 1st player removes her corruption token from the 
lake, plays a minion card, and takes one of the actions 
detailed below.  She then selects the next player from 
among those with corruption tokens in the lake.  Each 
successive player selects the player who follows her. 

2d.  When tokens are exhausted, return to step 2b. 
Play continues until all players have opted out.

Additional notes about the Corruption phase:
   -   Once a player opts in to a round, she must take 
one of the actions below. If she is unable to do so, she  
burns that round’s token.

Corrupt a camper (see example).
Player places one corruption token on the camper 
and may place additional tokens thus:   
    + one if the camper matches the minion; 
    + one if the camper matches the player’s minor sin 
    + two if the camper matches the player’s major sin  
The player who has the most corruption tokens on a 
camper has sway over that camper.  In the case of a 
tie, no player has sway over the camper.

Sacrifice a matching camper (see example).
The player burns a corruption token, then selects a 
camper who matches the player and over whom 
she has sway.  The camper is removed to the cem-
etery, and the player collects the camper’s sacrifice 
value from the aether to her pool. All tokens on the 
sacrificed camper are returned to their players. 

Sacrifice a minion (see example). 
The player burns a corruption token, then plays 
a minion to be sacrificed. The player collects the sac-
rificed minion’s sacrifice value and then places that 
minion in the cemetery. 

Add to the destiny pool.
The player places at least one corruption token in 
the destiny pool, and may add as many additional 
tokens from her pool as she likes.

Increase malign influence.
The player places one corruption token in a Forest 
Area she has already corrupted, an area adjacent to 
one she has already corrupted,  or in an area con-
taining a camper over which she has sway.  

Perform a summoning.
The player must have sway over the Forest Area 
where her Talisman sits.  She burns a corruption 
token to begin the summoning.  If she has the 
required number of corruption tokens remaining in 
her pool, she wins the game immediately.

Actions (available in step 2b)
Play a minion and use the Dread Lake token to:
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Corrupting a Camper

Barb decides that she is going to corrupt the camp-
er in Cabin Whedon (A) this turn.  She can put three 
corruption tokens on the Camper.

First, she gets one token automatically as soon as 
she plays her minion.  This is usually the token from 
the Lake. (B)

Second, she chooses to play the Wealthy Preppers 
minion card (C), which matches the Camper be-
cause it has a SLOTH icon.  This means she can play 
a second token on the Camper from her pool.

Finally, she can choose to play a third token on the 
camper from her pool because the Camper matches 
her minor sin (D).

Sacrificing a Matching Camper

Donna wants to harvest some power from the 
board, so she decides to have one of her Cultist 
minions sacrifice the Frat Dudes in Cabin Roth (A).  
She can do this because she has sway over them 
(more corruption tokens than anyone else) and 
they have Gluttony, which is one of her sins (B).

First, she burns the token she had placed in Dread 
Lake.  This represents the magical energy exerted in 
the sacrifice.

Second, she plays one of her minions, a Cultist, to 
carry out the sacrifice. (C)  This card is played into 
her Defiled pile.

Finally, she collects her two tokens from the card 
back into her pool, and adds 4 more from the 
aether because their sacrifice value is 4 (D).  The 
Camper card is moved to the Cemetery pile. 

Reminder: The token belonging to the Red player 
(Adam) is returned to his pool as well, though he 
gets no share of the sacrifice value.

Sacrificing a Minion

Chet has decided that he no longer needs his Gear 
Peddler minion (A), so he chooses to sacrifice it 
for points.  Because it is one of his minions, it does 
NOT need to have a matching sin (B), as it would if 
he were to sacrifice it as a Camper.

First, he burns the token he had placed in Dread 
Lake.  This represents the magical energy exerted in 
the sacrifice.

Second, he plays one of his minions, the Adventure 
Leader (C), to carry out the sacrifice.  This card is 
played into his Defiled pile.

Finally, he collects 6 tokens from the aether for the 
minion’s sacrifice value and plays the Gear Peddler 
to the Cemetery.

2b. Corruption Phase Action examples
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3. Seduction Phase – Players take turns, 
two rounds.

3a.   Roll for campers under sway.
The 1st player rolls a die for each camper under her 
sway (meaning she has more corruption tokens than 
any other player on it).  If she rolls equal to or below 
the total number of corruption tokens on the camper, 
she seduces them, moving the camper to her Discard 
pile and burning all tokens on the camper.  

NOTE: a roll of 6 always resists seduction.

After the 1st player has rolled once for each camper 
under her sway, play passes to the player on her left.  
Other players continue in the same way, rolling to 
seduce campers under their sway.

3b.   Roll for corrupted campers.
Starting with the 1st player and proceeding clock-
wise, repeat the process from 3a, with each player 
rolling for any campers they have tokens on but have 
not yet rolled against.

3c.   Any remaining campers are left on the board 
with corruption intact.

Example Seduction Phase 
3a.   1st Player Chet does not have sway 
over any Campers, so Donna rolls first.  
She has Sway over the Beach Babe, which 
has four tokens on it.  Donna thus needs to 
roll equal or below that number.  She rolls 
a five and thus fails to seduce the Beach 
Babe.

Next, Barb rolls for Wagon Chuck.  She 
rolls a two but needs a one, so she fails to 
seduce Wagon Chuck.
 

3b. The second part of the phase has 
the same turn order.  Donna rolls for Dou-
ble Down and gets a two, seducing them.  
All tokens on the card are sent to the 
aether, and Donna puts the Double Down 
card in her Discard pile.

Next, Adam rolls on the Beach Babe and 
gets a three, secuding her.  The tokens 
on the Beach Babe are sent to the aether 
and Adam puts the Beach Babe card in his 
Discard pile.

3c.  Wagon Chuck and Valedictorian 
stay on the board.
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4. Destiny Phase – Resolve 1st player 
together, then take turns.

4a.   Resolve the Destiny Pool, New 1st player.
If there are no tokens in the Destiny Pool, the 1st 
player marker passes clockwise.  If only one player 
has tokens in the Pool, that player may burn them to 
become 1st player, or may leave them there and let 
the marker pass clockwise.  

Otherwise, the player with the most tokens in the 
Destiny Pool becomes 1st player.  In the case of a tie, 
players with tokens in the pool may take turns adding 
one or two tokens at a time from their pool until one 
declines. If an unresolvable tie results, the 1st player 
marker passes clockwise.  Burn all tokens in the pool.

4b.    Draft new Campers
Perform this step only if there are three or more  
empty cabins. 

Campers are distributed using a card-drafting system.  
The 1st player draws one camper card for each empty 
cabin, reviews them, and selects one. If she selects a 
camper card, she immediately places it on one of the 
empty cabins; if she selects a Destiny card, she places 
it in her Discard pile, face down.  She then passes the 
remaining cards clockwise. Each player follows this 
process until the cards are gone.

If the Camper deck does not have enough cards left to 
fill the empty cabins, the game ends immediately.  See 
Victory Conditions to find out who won.

4c.   Draw recreation Cards
For each camper, the 1st player draws a recreation 
card. Any player matching the card may play one 
token from their pool onto the camper.  Discard the 
recreation cards.  If the recreation deck runs out, 
shuffle the discard pile and replace the deck.

4d.   Draw Discard pile into hands.
End of the Day, all players add the cards from their 
Discard pile to their hand.

NOTE: the Discard pile is separate from the Defiled 
pile.  Each minion requires one turn to rest, so it’s 
crucial that minions be played into the Defiled pile, 
not the Discard pile.

4. Example Destiny Phase
4a.  Since no players put tokens in the Destiny 
Pool, the 1st Player token passes to the left, mak-
ing Donna 1st Player.

4b.  Donna draws four cards from the camp-
er deck and looks at them.  She notices that she 
matches The Office Drones, and they have a high 
sacrifice value, so she puts them in Roth, where 
she’s the closest player (A).  She passes the remain-
ing cards to Adam.

Adam isn’t very interested in the two remain-
ing campers, so he takes the Destiny: Traveling 
Preacher card and places it in his Discard pile(B).  
He passes the cards to Barb.

Barb places the Golf Carsters--who match her-
-in Whedon (C), and hands the remaining card 
to Chet.  Chet places Free Spirit in Carpenter (D).  
This leaves Craven empty for the next Day.

4c.  Next, Donna draws a recreation card for 
each camper.  For each card that matches a player, 
that player may add a token to the camper it was 
drawn for.  Barb and Chet each add a token to The 
Golf Cartsters when a Pride card is drawn(A); Barb 
and Donna each add a token to the Office Drones 
when an Avarice card comes up (B). 

4d. Finally, each player draws the cards in their 
Discard pile into their hand(C).  This marks the end 
of one Day.
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FAQ 

I forgot to place a token! Can I go back and do it?
No. Since the game’s phases occur in a particular 
order and many Destiny cards must be played at a 
particular time, it is incumbent on the player to pay 
attention, take actions, and play cards at the appro-
priate time.  Generally, if a player misses an oppor-
tunity to place a token or play a card, she may not 
go back and place it retroactively.  

That said, players should make effort to provide 
reasonable opportunity, such as pausing or asking 
players if they are ready, for players to participate 
throughout the game.

Do I pay for actions with tokens from my personal 
pool, or the aether?

Unless the card or rule explicitly indicates that to-
kens should come from the aether, they come from 
your personal pool.

How can I tell if something is optional?
Unless the card or rule uses the word “may,” it is not 
optional.  For example, you cannot take the “Add 
to the Destiny Pool” action and choose to add zero 
tokens to the pool. 

Can I change my mind about taking an action?
Once you put your token in the lake, you must take 
an action.  If you are unable to do so (if you have no 
minions to play, for example) the token is burned.

Which actions require me to play a minion?
All the actions you can take in Phase 2b require a 
minion to perform them.  Note the header of the 
action section says “Play a minion and...” at the top.

Can I change my mind about taking an action?
Once you put your token in the lake, you must take 
an action.  If you are unable to do so (if you have no 
minions to play, for example) the token is burned.

Does my Talisman count when determining sway?
Yes, your Talisman counts as 1.5 tokens.  So if you 
have your Talisman and two tokens in your Talis-
man Forest Area, and your opponent has three, you 
still have sway.

Destiny Cards 

Acquiring Destiny Cards
Players acquire Destiny cards during phase 4b, while 
drafting new campers.   When a player selects  a Desti-
ny Card, she places it face down on her Discard pile, 
then passes along the remaining cards as usual.

Destiny cards include instructions about when they 
are to be played.  Among the possibilites are:

______ Phase - These cards may only be played during 
the indicated phase. 

Beginning of the  _____ Phase - These cards should 
be played before anyone takes any actions that could 
change the state of the game.  For instance, in the 
Corruption phase, these could still be played after 2a, 
but not once 2b has begun.

Any Time - These cards may be played at any time 
but may not interrupt another player’s action.  

For example, if Adam is about to take an action 
(during 2c), Barb could play an Any Time card to 
add a token to a camper in order to undermine 
Adam’s sway over that camper.  Adam might then 
be stuck unable to do a sacrifice.

Barb could NOT, however, do this after Adam has 
played his minion card and declared his intention 
to sacrifice the camper.

Interrupt - These cards may be played during another 
player’s action after they have declared it.

Destiny Phase - ANY Destiny card can be discarded 
during or before the Destiny phase to add a token 
from the aether to the Destiny pool.  (Of course, the 
card’s primary action does not apply when it is used 
this way.)

Regardless of when a Destiny card is played, it does 
not count as an action or take the place of other game 
turns.

Additional Notes
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Strategy and Gameplay Notes 

Sacrificing vs. Seducing 
Players need to balance between the immediate 
payoff of sacrificing campers and the long-term 
benefit of seducing them.  A seduced camper 
becomes a minion who gives you more 
opportunities to act.  Seducing a camper also ‘uses’ 
all the corruption  tokens on them, whereas a 
sacrifice returns all the tokens to the players.

1st player and turn order 
Clever players can make strong use of the 1st 
player position, and the Destiny Pool by which the 
1st player position is determined.  In particular, 
between Recreation cards and malign influence, a 
lucky player could have sway over a matching char-
acter in the start of the Corruption phase, allowing 
for a quick sacrifice. Since each player determines 
who follows them in the Corruption phase, this 
can be a powerful way to undermine opponents’ 
strategies as well. 

Managing Personal Pool and Minions
One of the trickier aspects of the game is that 
minions need to rest for a turn after they are used.  
This means if you use both your starter minions in 
turn 1 and don’t seduce any campers, you won’t be 
able to take any actions in Turn 2.  It’s also easy to 
use up all your tokens quickly.  Managing your  
personal pool and minions are the key to success.

Two steps forward, one step back
Keep in mind that your ultimate goal is to gather 
enough tokens in your personal pool to perform a 
summoning.  Thus, each time you spend from your 
pool, you slip further from your goal.

On Matching Sins
Paying attention to which campers match your 
sins can make or break your cause.  Campers who 
match you can be sacrificed for immediate points.  
Campers who don’t match you are great targets to 
seduce, as they give you wider access to corrupt 
quickly and can be sacrificed as minions later.

Area Control
As the game progresses, the number of tokens 
making up your Malign Influence will start paying 
off in significant income each turn.  The same is 
true for your opponents.  Consider attacking your 
opponents’ power base, as a single action can let 
you remove two tokens they placed on the board.  

Win Conditions
In order for one Malevolence to take control of the 
portal and win the game, they need to bring into 
alignment several things: a minion who matches 
their primary sin, enough tokens to meet the sum-
moning requirement, and sway over their Talisman  
Forest Area.  Disrupting any one of these factors 
can be the key to keeping your opponent from 
winning.

DELUXE RULEBOOK
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Gameplay Variants
Excursions (thematic campers)
In the Excursions variant, groups of related campers 
arrive together to camp for a three-day weekend.  

Setup – Sort the camper deck using either the first 
or second keyword on each card, separating out and 
shuffling the destiny cards.  This will divide the  
campers into “excursion” groups of six.  

To build the camper deck, stack the excursion groups 
in a random order, one on top of another, with one 
destiny card between each excursion group. (Discard 
any left-over destiny cards without looking at them.)  
Do not shuffle this deck.  

Start the game by drawing the first group of six, and 
distributing them randomly as per primary setup 
rules.  The game proceeds in three-turn “weekends.”  

In the first two turns of the weekend: 
  •   if the Seduction phase ends with only one camper 
left on the board, that camper flees (is discarded) and 
the weekend ends.  
  •    Do not add campers during the Destiny phase.

In the third turn of the weekend:
  •    All campers leave (are discarded) at the end of the 
Seduction phase.  
  •    The player with the least number of corruption 
tokens in her personal pool draws the destiny card 
from the top of the deck.
  •    A new excursion group of six campers are drafted.
  •    A new three-turn weekend begins. 

The game ends under the same conditions as the 
primary game.

Camarilla (malevolence team up)
The Camarilla variant allows pairs of players to col-
laborate.  This is a great way to help inexperienced 
players.

Setup –  Collaborators should not sit next to one 
another around the table, if possible.  
Camarilla players may:
  •   Lend minions - When one player needs to 
perform an action, her collaborator can lend the 
minion(s) necessary to do so.  The lender’s min-
ions go in her own Defiled pile, but the borrower 
gains the benefit of the action.
  •   Share power - One player may use an action 
to give corruption tokens to a collaborator. The 
donor Defiles a minion and returns any number 
of tokens to the aether; the recipient immediately 
gains the same number of tokens.
  •   Choose not to seduce - Camarilla players may 
choose NOT to seduce Campers during phase 3.

Camarilla players may NOT:
  •   Choose one another during turn selection (2b) 
unless no other option remains.
  •   Transfer minions -  The player who seduces a 
camper maintains control of it.
  •   Compel one another - No player can force a col-
laborator to help them.
  •   Disband their union - Camarillas are forever.

When a Camarilla’s combined corruption token count 
is twice the number required for a single player to 
win, a Camarilla player can perform a summoning 
and win the game for her team.
 

Cabal (tenuous alliances)
Cabal Play allows players to make and break alliances 
throughout the game. All the rules of Camarilla play 
apply, with the following changes:
  •   Two players may declare a Cabal at any time to 
invoke Camarilla rules.  Both must agree.
  •   Either member of a Cabal may dissolve it at any 
time to re-invoke standard rules.

A Cabal cannot perform a summoning.  Only one 
player may win a game in Cabal play.

DELUXE RULEBOOK
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Demon Hunters (three vs. one)
Lorem ipsum and stuff

One more variant here? 
Lorem ipsum and stuff

Gameplay Variant s (cont)
DELUXE RULEBOOK
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Each malevolence brings its own brand of terror to the 
world after it wakes.  When you win, be sure to read 
the victory text to your opponents, and revel in your 
bloody victory!

Absalom 
It was only after Chief Davis punched Mayor McGillis 
that Councilman Todd understood how unhinged 
things had become. “You Harlot!” Chief Davis shouted 
as his deputies dragged him from the council room, 
“You stay away from my wife and out of our bank 
account!”  Mayor McGillis wiped the blood off her 
lip and smirked at the rest of the city council. Things 
would only get worse for their little town. 

Acedia 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Amdusias 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Asmodeus 
I burst out of the mall into the parking lot, desparately 
fleeing the debauched madness inside.  There, rearing 
tall in the parking lot, hunched a squelching, writhing 
muddle of animal shapes. I glimpsed a lion’s head 
and bull horns and a leathery wing before its scalding 
breath swept across me.  My vision glazed over and I 
was overcome with lust and need.  It would be some 
time before I regained my senses.

Astaroth 
As the news of the worldwide economic meltdown 
broke, I couldn’t help feeling a little responsible.  
Many analysts blamed the collapse on lost produc-
tivity among users of my new STARoth game system.  
“Heed not these jealous fools,” my partner whispered 
in my ear, his foul smell enveloping me while his pet 
dragon twined around my legs. “STARoth2 will be out 
soon, and then they ALL will play.”

Azazel 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Victory Text

Belial 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Belphegor 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Bushyasta 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Choronzon 
I’m sorry, sir.  I understand you were headed for them 
cabins by the lake, but the Sherriff ordered this road 
closed.  Trust me, you don’t wanna swim in that lake 
no more.  If the dead fish don’t scare you off, the goo 
will burn you somethin fierce. And you ain’t gonna en-
joy relaxin in a hammock under trees dripping mold 
and decay.  Don’t you smell that?  Just turn around 
and go back to the city.and rapid mob violence.

Lilith 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Lon Crais 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Mammon 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Mara 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Naberius 
An inexperienced newcomer has captured the Amer-
ican Presidency in a landslide election tonight. While 
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early polls indicated hesitancy among voters to elect a 
political novice to the highest office in the land, public 
opinion shifted dramatically after a few remarkable 
television appearances by the candidate and his 
three-headed bird companion.  In unrelated news, 
anti-avian protests continue to be met with vicious 
and rapid mob violence.

Onoskelis 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Pazuzu 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Vassago 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Zagan 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.

Zepar 
Lorem ipsum text about what happened with the ma-
levolence.  Pasted from Word doc about the malevo-
lences.
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Glossary
Aether – bank of all unused corruption tokens.

Burn – return a token to the aether.

Camper – card on a cabin space.

Cemetery – discard pile for sacrificed minions.

Corrupt/Corrupted – to place or have at least one 
token on a card or in a Forest Area.

Day – full progression through all four phases of the 
game (Festering, Corruption, Seduction, Destiny).

Defiled pile / Defile – holding place where minions 
spend one turn resting before they can be played 
again.  When used as a verb (e.g. “Defile this minion”), 
player must discard to their Defiled pile.

Discard pile – holding place where minions who 
have rested wait to return to the player’s hand.

Destiny Cards – may be played throughout the 
game, as indicated on the cards.  Destiny cards are 
discarded to the Cemetery after being used.

Destiny Pool – space on the board where players 
may place corruption tokens to bid for 1st player.

Forest Area – board space surrounding each cabin, 
separated from adjacent areas by a white line.

Malevolence – evil being trying to break into the 
world around Dread Lake.  Controlled by a player.

Malign Influence – area corrupted by a player.

Match – when two cards (minion, camper, or malev-
olence) have the same sin icon.

Minion – card that is part of a player’s deck.

Personal pool – individual corruption token reserve.

Play – Use a card (minion or destiny card) from a 
player’s hand.  Minions are played to the individual 
player’s Defiled pile; Destiny cards, to the Cemetery.

Talisman/ Talisman Forest Area – Player’s main icon 
on the board and the area it occupies.

Seduce – convert a camper into a minion.

Sin – card icons indicating vices for that card. 

Sway – a camper, cabin, or Forest Area on which a 
player has the most corruption tokens. Campers with 
equal tokens from two players are not under sway.
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